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Different and exciting vermouth
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100 % Doña Blanca
12 botanists to give that rascal character to the best Doña Blanca grape wine

from the cooperative of Camponaraya

A product of El Bierzo and León



The vermouth is the appetizer you can call from you..
 Don Ramón Gómez de la Serna



Forzudo, delicate, aromatic, 
berciano.

The perfect appetizer
Sculpted according to tradition, it defies the classic.

You’ll enjoy something unique.







Why Doña Blanca 100%?
Because of its name, its elegance and because, despite being little known in the great world of the 
white grapes for the production of quality wine, Doña Blanca is not a minor variety. Rich in aromas, 

with a touch of mineral, typical of the berciano terroir, it becomes the best ally of those seeking 
surprise and novelty in the classics. We propose to discover this variety through the Vermouth, but 

also, we leave your choice to discover the great forgotten variety of large producers.

Taste, complexity and aroma for an incomparable wine





Perfect Serve
Simple and delicate, with a cad touch.

Ice generously, and even better if the vermouth Forzudo bottle is refrigerated.
Pour half a glass a decorate with a slice dehydrated grapefruit.

You don’t need anything else





Tasting Note

On sight

Dark red with amber hints and coppery glint.
Clean, bright and crystalline. 

On the nose

Ripe fruit aromas, herbs, vanilla and toffee.
Fine balsamic and spicy hints

On the palate

Fresh start with a perfect balance between acidity and sweetness. A bitter but refreshing, delicate flavor, 
with a complex and elegant end.

As a whole, Forzudo is a spicy, well-balanced vermouth.
Contemporary, different and very unique

Luis Miguel Fernández Sumiller. Finalista Nariz de Oro SherryMaster





Logistics Tabs
Product name:   Vermouth Forzudo

Product bar code:   8437017261018

Bottle Weight:   1.82 kgrs.

Bottle Height:   29.5 cms

Bottle Capacity:   1 litre

Bar code box:   18437017261015

Number of units per box:   6

Case size / cms

Depth:  22 cm

Width: 33 cm

High: 31 cm

Gross weight per box:   11,20 kgrs

European pallet:   80*120

Number of boxes per row:   4/6

Number of boxes per pallet:   48 / 60 boxes   
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The queen of El Bierzo
Reineta Apple from El Bierzo

Pure Bierzo in essence



Perfect Serve
Fruity, surprising and very Berciano

Ice generously and if the bottle of Forced Vermouth is kept cold even better.
Fill the glass of Forzudo halfway and decorate with a slice of dried lemon.

That’s all







Tasting Note

On sight

Deep straw yellow

On the nose

Fruity and appealing smell of citrus, apple and fresh green herbs.

Taste

Creamy mouthfeel with flavours of bitter apple, candied lemon, green herbs, with a touch of tropical fruit.

Fruity final with a pleasant balance between sweetness and bitterness.

Team from Sorbo Wine Shop





Logistics Tabs
Product name:   Vermouth Forzudo Blanco

Product bar code:   8437017261032

Bottle Weight:   1.82 kgrs.

Bottle Height:   29.5 cms

Bottle Capacity:   1 litre

Bar code box:   18437017261039

Number of units per box:   6

Case size / cms

Depth:  22 cm

Width: 33 cm

High: 31 cm

Gross weight per box:   11,20 kgrs

European pallet:   80*120

Number of boxes per row:   4/6

Number of boxes per pallet:   48 / 60 boxes 



Distribution
pedidos@forzudo.es

+34 646 968 671

Comunication
hola@forzudo.es
+34 693 925 779

GET IN TOUCH
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